Thorstein Veblen: The Theory of the Leisure Class, 1899

Excerpts: [Ch.4] In what has been said of the evolution of the vicarious leisure
class and its differentiation from the general body of the working classes, reference
has been made to a further division of labor--that between different servant classes.
One portion of the servant class, chiefly those persons whose occupation is
vicarious leisure, come to undertake a new, subsidiary range of duties--the
vicarious consumption of goods. The most obvious form in which this
consumption occurs is seen in the wearing of liveries and the occupation of
spacious servants' quarters. Another, scarcely less obtrusive or less effective form
of vicarious consumption, and a much more widely prevalent one, is the
consumption of food, clothing, dwelling, and furniture by the lady and the rest of
the domestic establishment. . . .
[Ch. 7] It will be in place, by way of illustration, to show in some detail how the
economic principles so far set forth apply to everyday facts in some one direction
of the life process. For this purpose no line of consumption affords a more apt
illustration than expenditure on dress. It is especially the rule of the conspicuous
waste of goods that finds expression in dress, although the other, related principles
of pecuniary repute are also exemplified in the same contrivances. Other methods
of putting one's pecuniary standing in evidence serve their end effectually, and
other methods are in vogue always and everywhere; but expenditure on dress has
this advantage over most other methods, that our apparel is always in evidence and
affords an indication of our pecuniary standing to all observers at the first glance.
It is also true that admitted expenditure for display is more obviously present, and
is, perhaps, more universally practiced in the matter of dress than in any other line
of consumption. No one finds difficulty in assenting to the commonplace that the
greater part of the expenditure incurred by all classes for apparel is incurred for the
sake of a respectable appearance rather than for the protection of the person. And
probably at no other point is the sense of shabbiness so keenly felt as it is if we fall
short of the standard set by social usage in this matter of dress. It is true of dress in
even a higher degree than of most other items of consumption, that people will
undergo a very considerable degree of privation in the comforts or the necessaries
of life in order to afford what is considered a decent amount of wasteful
consumption; so that it is by no means an uncommon occurrence, in an inclement
climate, for people to go ill clad in order to appear well dressed. And the
commercial value of the goods used for clothing in any modern community is
made up to a much larger extent of the fashionableness, the reputability of the
goods than of the mechanical service which they render in clothing the person of
the wearer. The need of dress is eminently a "higher" or spiritual need.
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[Ch. 14] "Classic" always carries this connotation of wasteful and archaic, whether
it is used to denote the dead languages or the obsolete or obsolescent forms of
thought and diction in the living language, or to denote other items of scholarly
activity or apparatus to which it is applied with less aptness. So the archaic idiom
of the English language is spoken of as "classic" English. Its use is imperative in
all speaking and writing upon serious topics, and a facile use of it lends dignity to
even the most commonplace and trivial string of talk. The newest form of English
diction is of course never written; the sense of that leisure-class propriety which
requires archaism in speech is present even in the most illiterate or sensational
writers in sufficient force to prevent such a lapse. On the other hand, the highest
and most conventionalized style of archaic diction is--quite characteristically-properly employed only in communication between an anthropomorphic divinity
and his subjects. Midway between these extremes lies the everyday speech of
leisure-class conversation and literature. Elegant diction, whether in writing or
speaking, is an effective means of reputability. It is of moment to know with some
precision what is the degree of archaism conventionally required in speaking on
any given topic. Usage differs appreciably from the pulpit to the market-place; the
latter, as might be expected, admits the use of relatively new and effective words
and turns of expression, even by fastidious persons. A discriminate avoidance of
neologisms is honorific, not only because it argues that time has been wasted in
acquiring the obsolescent habit of speech, but also as showing that the speaker has
from infancy habitually associated with persons who have been familiar with the
obsolescent idiom. It thereby goes to show his leisure-class antecedents. Great
purity of speech is presumptive evidence of several successive lives spent in other
than vulgarly useful occupations; although its evidence is by no means entirely
conclusive to the point. As felicitous an instance of futile classicism as can well be
found, outside of the Far East, is the conventional spelling of the English language.
A breach of the proprieties in spelling is extremely annoying and will discredit any
writer in the eyes of all persons who are possessed of a developed sense of the true
and the beautiful. English orthography satisfies all the requirements of the canons
of reputability under the law of conspicuous waste. It is archaic, cumbrous, and
ineffective; its acquisition consumes much time and effort; failure to acquire it is
easy of detection. Therefore it is the first and readiest test of reputability in
learning, and conformity to its ritual is indispensable to a blameless scholastic life.
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